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Cognizant of the fact that you have just returned and are no doubt inundated with more important matters, I 

wanted to let you know that I am presently available for new assignments. Alternatively, with new feedback 

from you, I could continue with/follow-up on some "old" or pending matters. Among these are: 1) Lyon 

Garrison boxes - If you were satisfied with the kind of summary memo and attachments I provided on the 

Wegmann material, I could move on to the Lyon Garrison material. But I wouldn't want to start on this unless 

and until you informed me that a) you think it a useful thing to do and, b) you are in a position to give me input 

on whether what I did on the Wegmann boxes was what you wanted -- or not, as the case may be; 2) ARRB 

Tracking Chart/Outside Correspondence - Again, I don't wish to proceed to review and summarize potential 

'action' steps on additional tracking chart items unless I have some sense that my initial memo on the subject 

corresponds roughly to what you were looking for when you first gave me this task; I am also available to draft 

correspondence for your review on any of the items I looked at and summarized in my initial memo; 3) Warren 

Commission and other referred documents at NARA II - Unless otherwise directed, I intend to travel to NARA II 

again tomorrow and physically/visually review those boxes of referred documents I've not yet seen; namely, 

the 4 CIA boxes and the 11-13 DOJ boxes. I will provide you with feedback on what I see. Beyond that, I am 

awaiting further instruction from you as to the next step on this issue; 4) ID Database - we talked about 

expanding the Name/SS#/DOB file which we started a while back; I know Kevin also has information of this 

sort he wants to enter into a system- wide database. Do you need to talk to/give direction to Chet about how 

you want this database set up, or would you rather Kevin and I just proceeded with him? Thanks!
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